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No component defined
It is now required to complete the institution configuration before setting the database to production
mode.
[ RENO-8360 ]

Fixed export of some old kosttilskud prescriptions that were imported from an M25 without
generating an RF id for them.
[ RENO-8963 ]

EPJ API documentation updated with information about supported user groups for
SkrivKorrespondanseInfo.
[ RENO-9358 ]

Now database merge is not allowed when there are draft prescriptions/seponations in the secondary
database. These must be accepted or rejected before merging.
[ RENO-9574 ]

When administrating organizations specifically creating a new one the link tab should now be
populated by default hyper links.
[ RENO-9646 ]

Changes to the M25 printout:
- Inactive CAVE records are no longer included.
- The ATC column in the CAVE list now shows the ATC code.
- Extra "/" in the second column in the CAVE list were removed.
[ RENO-9674 ]

Fixed some popups that warn of unsent prescriptions or unhandled drafts. Now they also mention
Helfo application drafts.
[ RENO-9681 ]

The prescription status will now change to NotInRf when a recalled prescription is not present in the
M9.6 after an RF lookup.
[ RENO-9934 ]

LIB-ansvarlig is now updated based on M9.12 if the HER-id or HPR-id is different from the local
information.
[ RENO-9935 ]

Fix "Kategori" column values when performing VIB samstemming.
[ RENO-9966 ]

Now it is only possible to enter integer numbers for day doses when creating/editing an AK
prescription and "whole tablets" has been selected.
[ RENO-9987 ]

Fix last RF lookup time when looking up RF after M25.1 sending fails with RefToParent error.
[ RENO-10009 ]

The following elements will no longer be included in Legemiddelpakning in M1: OpioidSoknad, Id, EAN
and Oppbevaring.

[ RENO-10010 ]

Optimized performance of searching for the responsible doctor by name when creating a prescription
as an assistant
[ RENO-10017 ]

"Lokalt uregistrert legemiddel" no longer disappears after being edited.
[ RENO-10027 ]

Assistant's HELFO application is no longer shown as sent if the assistant has an HPR-id.
[ RENO-10030 ]

LIB no longer shows pending recall resept after renwing and converting a prescription to an AK
prescription.
[ RENO-10031 ]

When registering patient's consent to receive m8 messages, the pin code field no longer shows the
yellow warning triangle when the field is disabled.
[ RENO-10038 ]

When in samstemming after taking over as LIBansvarlig, a prescription with a stop question now
behaves:
- If the doctor chooses not to add the drug to LIB - automatically answer the question positively
- If the doctor chooses to add the drug to LIB - the question is showed in the LIB and the doctor is
forced to answer it.
[ RENO-10042 ]

Fixed dosing display in the dosett printout.
[ RENO-10045 ]

Kosttilskudd from M25.2 (with question to add) is now shown to LIB-ansvarlig after RF lookup.
[ RENO-10046 ]

Seponated medications not included in M25.2 messages are now not included in subsequent M25.1
messages.
[ RENO-10047 ]

Fixed a bug in processing of incoming async messages. When many messages were received in a
short interval, the component that watches for new messages in the inbox would generate an error.
Recovering from this error would lead to FM processing each new message twice. The first attempt
normal, ending with deleting the message from the inbox. The second attempt failed after trying for
10 minutes to process the deleted message.
[ RENO-10048 ]

When creating a §3a/3b HELFO application, the "Send" button is now disabled when begrunnelse has
not been selected.
[ RENO-10079 ]

Fixed M2 HprId in the allowed prescribers list.
[ RENO-10080 ]

Comments from LIBAnsvarlig will be shown/removed from the LIB according to:
-Once an M25.1 with a comment has been sent, the comment is shown (not editable) in the LIB.
-Once an M25.2 with an answer has been received, the comment and the answer should is shown in
the LIB.

-Once an M25.1 has been sent (after receiving an M25.2 with an answer), the comment and the
answer disappear from the LIB.
[ RENO-10081 ]

"Administrering" is now processed when receiving a resept in SkrivPasient.
[ RENO-10084 ]

When printing dosett via EPJ API KunDosettLegemidler is now taken into account.
[ RENO-10085 ]

In EPJ API method SkrivUt when vib report is selected now the Lib to PLO form is selected as for
printouts.
[ RENO-10094 ]

FM no longer links a new resept to an existing resept based on NyReseptId in M5 after looking up the
RF.
[ RENO-10097 ]

M25.2 inbox notifications are no longer flagged as handled when the patient is opened. They will be
flagged as handled when a new M25.1 is sent.
[ RENO-10101 ]

When a treatment is stopped, the SistEndret sent out in the M25.1 message will present that date.
For the same case, the MedEndring will also be set.
[ RENO-10103 ]

